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INTRODUCTION
The development of laser equipment that can operate routinely in the
subnanosecond (and more recently in the subpicosecond) time regimes
has made possible the investigation of a wide variety of fast chemical,
physical, and biophysical processes. Most of the successful picosecond
time scale experiments, although very sophisticated in technique, have
utilized the basic approaches that have been applied on slower time
scales. One method involves monitoring time-resolved fluorescence followingpicosecondexcitation (1-3). Since the time scale of interest is very
short, techniques such as single photon counting, streak cameras, and
fluorescence mixing have been employed to provide the necessary time
resolution of the fluorescence. In manyother experiments, the picosecond probe pulse technique has been used to examine changes in a
systems absorption following picosecond optical excitation (4, 5).
In this article I discuss a different approach to the application of
subnanosecondlaser pulses to the investigation of molecular and excited
state dynamics. This involves the optical generation of a transient holographic diffraction grating in a sample, and the observation of various
time and frequency dependent phenomenavia subsequent Bragg diffraction from the induced grating. The basic experiment works in the manner
illustrated in Figure 1. Twotime coincident picosecondlaser pulses of the
same wavelength are crossed inside of the sample to set up an optical
63
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interference pattern. The fringe spacing, d, of the interference pattern is
determined by the angle between the beams, O, and the wavelength, X, of
the excitation pulses, i.e.
1.
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d = )~/2 sin(0/2).

The interaction of the radiation field with the sample can produce a
number of different changes in the sample, depending on the nature of
the sample and the wavelength, ~. As discussed in the examples below, in
which the samples are solids or liquids, electronic excited states can be
produced(6), internal molecular vibrations can be excited (7), or acoustic
waves, i.e. phonons, the collective vibrations of the medium, can be
generated (7-11). In some experimental situations, more than one of the
above types of excitations are simultaneously produced (11).
In all cases, the excitations generated in the sample have a spatial
periodicity that mimicsthe periodicity of the optical interference pattern
used to excite the sample. Excitation results in a spatially periodic change
in the physical properties of the system. This in turn produces a periodic
variation in the sample’s complexindex of refraction, n (11),
n=n+iK.
2.
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Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the transient grating experiment. Interference between
the incoming excitation pulses results in an oscillatory density of excited states, which
Bragg-diffracts the subsequent probe pulse. The diffracted probe is the signal, which reflects
the time evolution of the excited state population.
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The periodic variation in n acts as a Bragg diffraction grating for a
picosecond probe pulse (1 l) (see Figure 1). The probe pulse is brought
into the sample to meet the Bragg diffraction condition for the holographic transient grating produced by the excitation beams. A part of the
probe pulse is diffracted and leaves the sample in a unique direction as a
collimated beam. The intensity of the diffracted beamis the observable
in the transient grating experiment. The probe pulse can be delayed
various amounts in time, and the intensity of the diffracted beam as a
function of probe pulse delay can be related to the system’s dynamics(6).
In addition, the probe pulse can be brought in at a fixed delay time, and
the wavelength of either the probe (l l) or excitation beams (7) can
varied. In this manner various types of spectroscopic measurements can
be made.
Examples of the various types of experiments are presented below.
These experiments include measurements of excited state dispersion
relations (11), electronic excited state energy transport and trapping (6),
the optical generation and detection of ultrasonic waves (8-11), vibrational overtone spectra (7), crystalline elastic constants (8, 9), and photoelastic constants (7).
EXPERIMENTAL

SETUP

All of the experiments discussed below were performed with some
variation of the transient grating experimental setup illustrated in Figure
2. The laser is a continuously pumpedNd:YAGsystem that is acoustooptically mode-locked and Q-switched to produce high repetition rate
(400 Hz), high power infrared (1.06 /~m) picosecond pulses. The laser
output is a train of about 40 modeqockedpulses, 5.7 nsec apart, with
~ 1.4 mJ total energy. A large pulse from the train is selected by a
Pockels cell with avalanchetransistor driver. The single pulse is frequency
doubled using CD*Ato give a 20/~J, 80 psec, transform-limited, TEM00
pulse at 532 nm. This passes through a 50%beam-splitter to create the
two excitation pulses, which travel equal distances and are focused into
the sample.
The unused IR pulse train comesoff a reflecting polarizer into another
CD*Adoubler crystal, and the 532 nm light is used to synchronously
pumpa dye laser that is spectrally narrowed and tuned by two intracavity etalons. The dye laser is cavity dumpedusing another Pockels cell
with avalanche transistor driver to give a 10 /~J, 30 psec pulse with a
spectral width of ~ 1 cm-~. Synchronization of the two Pockels cells is
obtained by a single avalanche transistor, which itself is triggered by the
IR pulse train. The dye laser output travels a variable distance controlled
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Figure 2 Transient grating experimental setup. A single 1.06 ~m pulse is selected from the
YAGmode-locked pulse train. Generally, one of its harmonics is employed (shown here
with 3 ×), although in some experiments the fundamental or a tunable mode-locked dye
laser pulse maybe used. The single pulse is then split into two excitation pulses. These
excitation pulses are recombined at the sample, creating the transient grating. The remainder of the pulse train is frequency doubled to synchronously pumpa tunable dye laser
whose output probes the grating after a variable delay. In some experiments a YAG
harmonic is used as a probe. The Bragg-diffracted part of the probe pulse is the transient
grating signal. PC------ Pockelscell; P ~ polarizer; PD----- photodiode;DC----- dye cell; E ~
etalon; BS--= beamsplitter.
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by a motorized delay line consisting of a corner cube drawn along a
precision optical rail. It probes the grating at an angle satisfying the
Bragg diffraction condition. In someof the experiments i:lescribed below,
the dye laser was used for tunable excitation and the probe wavelength
was 532 nm. In other experiments, a single color, either dye laser or YAG
laser (or a harmonic), was used for both excitation and probing.
A large area photodiode and a lock-in amplifier are used to detect the
diffracted signal beam. For time independent experiments, the probe
pulse is delayed an appropriate fixed amount and either the probe or
excitation wavelength is tuned. The diffracted intensity is recorded as a
function of wavelength. For time dependent measurements the lock-in
amplifier output drives the y-axis of an x-y recorder. The x-axis is driven
by a variable voltage derived from a ten-turn potentiometer connected to
the delay line motor, providing the time scale. Whenthe delay line is run,
the time dependent diffracted signal is recorded directly on the x-y
recorder. If significant data manipulation is required, a minicomputer
using analog to digital converters is used to record the time dependent
signal for subsequent data analysis.

ELECTRONIC EXCITED STATE PHASE AND
AMPLITUDE GRATINGS: PROBE WAVELENGTH
DEPENDENCE NEAR A STRONG TRANSITION
As discussed above, the diffraction of the probe pulse from the optically
induced grating is due to a spatially periodic variation in the complex
index of refraction, n (Eq. 2). The diffraction efficiency is proportional
the difference in n at the grating peaks and nulls (11). In this section
consider the diffraction efficiency from a grating that arises from the
production of electronic excited states by the excitation pulses (11).
Generation of electronic excited states causes changes in both the real
and the imaginary parts of the index of refraction and, in general, both
the spatial variation in n and K give rise to diffraction efficiency (12).
The change, AKex(~), in the imaginary part of n due to the excited
states is related to the peak-null difference in absorption at the probe
wavelength, o~. AKex(O~
) gives rise to an amplitude grating. For w on or
near an absorption peak, AKex(O~
) can be substantial. Thus the probe
pulse experiences alternating regions of high and low optical transmission. This periodic variation in absorption produces, in effect, a multislit
diffraction, i.e. an amplitudegrating.
The change, Anex(t~), in the real part of n due to excited states
related to the peak-null difference in optical dispersion at the probe
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wavelength, ¢o. Anex(W
) gives rise to a phase grating. In the vicinity of an
absorption peak, the probe pulse experiences a periodic variation in the
velocity of light-producing alterations in the probe wavefront’s phase.
This phase variation gives rise to diffraction.
For a sinusoidal volumegrating, the diffraction efficiency, ~/(~), is (11)
2.3D,v(o,)
HTAn(~0)
HTAK(~0)
3.
~/(~) = e co~ ~ sinh2 X cos 8 si n2 X cos ~ "
The first term in brackets determines the amplitude grating diffraction,
%(~), and the second deter~nes the phase grating diffraction, %(~).
is the sample thickness. D~(~) is an average optical density adjusted
such that the exponential term describes the absorptive loss. In most
experimental situations, the total diffraction efficiency is not large,
(~ < 0.01) and Eq. 3 can be approximated by (11)
2.3Da~(~)

os0

~(~)=e

~Xcos0]

{[&K(~)12+[&n(~)]2}"

4.

The grating diffraction efficiency given by Eq. 4, w~chdepends on
~K(~) and ~n(~), must now be related to the excited state concentrations produced by transient grating excitation. This is accomplished by
describing the system with a dampedharmonic oscillator model for the
Kramers-Kronig relations (13). For the probe wavelength, ~, near
single strong optical transition (11), e.g. the probe is tuned near the S0
S~ absorption of a solute molecule in a transparent solvent (as discussed
below),

-

N~ 2(~ o- ~)

K0(~)

N

1
A Kex(~0
) = _ -~oo Ko(¢O)

5a.
5b.

with
)’~
K0(~o) = K0(~Oo)
4(~oo - o~)2+ 7g
and
2n° O 3eom 7oWo .
Ko(o~o) =__~_1 N, e ~ fo

6a.

6b.

No is the number density of absorbing molecules and N~ is the number
density of excited states at the grating peaks, o~0 is the frequency of the
absorption maximumof the transition being probed and Yo is its line
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width (FWHH).n 0 is the bulk index of refraction (excluding the contribution from the transition being probed), and f0 is the oscillator strength
of the transition being probed, e, m, and e0 are the electron charge,
electron mass, and the permitivity of free space, respectively.
From Eq. 4 with Eqs. 5 and 6 it can be seen that the signal in a
transient grating experiment depends on changes in both the optical
density of the sample (AKex(~0)) and the dispersion of the sample
(Anex(O~)) due to the production of excited states. A conventional picosecond probe pulse experiment only depends on the changes in the
optical density upon excitation. If this were the case for a transient
grating experiment, the diffraction efficiency (amplitude grating only)
would have a probe wavelength dependence proportional to the absorp2. The amplitude-grating contribution spectrum squared, i.e. [AKex(¢0)]
tion is peaked at the absorption maximum
and falls off rapidly at longer
and shorter wavelengths. The phase grating contribution, [Anex(~0)]2, is
zero at the absorption maximum
and is peaked at the half heights of the
absorption line on both sides of the absorption maximum.
The above considerations are demonstrated experimentally in Figure 3
(11). The sample is a mixed molecular crystal (solid solution) of pentacene in the host p-terphenyl. The inset in the figure showsthe absorption
spectrum. The transient grating excitation employed doubled Nd:YAG
pulses at 532 nm. The diffraction efficiency ~ex(~) due to the resulting
excited state grating was measured at fixed time delay (500 psec) as
function of probe wavelengthusing tunable dye laser pulses as the probe.
The solid line through the experimental points (Figure 3a) represents the
experimentally measured diffraction efficiency in the vicinity of the
pentacene SO to S~ absorption. The dashed line shows the theoretically
predicted diffraction efficiency from Eq. 4 with Eqs. 5 and 6. The
agreement between the two curves is excellent, especially on the red side
of the origin, which is spectrally isolated. The blue side of the origin is
influenced by the next absorption band (see inset spectrum), which was
not included in the calculation.
The diffraction efficiency is not adequately described by amplitude
grating effects alone (the dash-dot curve in Figure 3a). At the absorption
peak, the phase-grating contribution vanishes and thus the amplitude
grating, Oa, accountsfor all of the observedsignal. ~’/a scales as the square
of the absorption strength, and the dash-dot curve in Figure 3a was
plotted from the inset absorption spectrum. The difference between this
curve and the observed signal gives the diffraction resulting from phasegrating effects. This is plotted in Figure 3b (the solid curve through the
experimental points). The phase-grating contribution rises from zero at
the absorption peak to maximaat the halfwidths, then gradually decreases, as theoretically predicted (the dashed curve). The asymmetryin
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Figure 3 (a) The circles with the solid line are the experimentally measured excited state
grating diffraction intensity as a function of probe wavelengthnear the SOto S~ transition
of pentacene in a crystal of p-terphenyl. The dashed curve is theoretically calculated from
the absorption spectrum (inset). The dash-dot curve is the calculated amplitude grating
contribution to the diffraction efficiency. This demonstrates the significant contribution of
phase grating effects. (b) The points with the solid line are the phase-grating contribution to
the diffraction intensity obtained by subtracting the curves in (a). The predicted rn shape
curve associated with excited state phase grating diffraction is clearly observed. The dashed
curve is theoretically calculated from the absorption spectrum. On the red side, where the
transition is isolated, the agreement is good. Onthe blue side, interference from the next
spectral peak (see inset), which was not included in the calculation, influences the
dispersion effect.
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~p(~O)results from the influence of the absorption band (see inset
spectrum)on the blue side of the origin. This band was not included in
the theoretically calculatedcurve.
Theseresults confirmthe theoretical predictions of the contributionsof
excited state amplitude and phase gratings to the transient grating
diffraction efficiency. Althoughexcited state phase gratings havebeen
discussed by a numberof authors (14), experimental observations have
beensketchy. Theresults presented here provide the dearest characterization of the wavelengthdependenceof excited state phase-grating
diffraction. In manyexperimentalsituations, failure to accountproperly
for both phase- and amplitude-grating effects can lead to erroneous
interpretations of data. This can be true in more general four-wave
mixingexperimentsas well as in transient grating experiments.
TIME DEPENDENT EXCITED STATE GRATING
EXPERIMENTS:
EXCITED STATE TRANSPORT
AND TRAPPING IN CONCENTRATED DYE
SOLUTIONS
As with picosecondprobe pulse experiments, picosecondtransient grating experiments can be used to examine time dependent dynamicsof
excitedstate systems.Ascan be seen fromEqs. 4, 5, and6, the signal, i.e.
the diffraction efficiency, dependson (N1)2, the square of the numberof
excited states at the grating peaks. In the absenceof any other process,
the time dependentsignal, S(t), at a fixed probe wavelengthwill be
determinedby the excited state lifetime,
-2K’.
7.
S(t) = S(O)e
Kis the rate constant for the decay of the excited states. Thefactor of
2.
two in the exponential arises because the signal dependson [N~(t)]
Thus for an exponential decay of the excited state population, the
transient grating signal will decay exponentially with twice the rate
constant.
Virtually any experiment that can be performed with a picosecond
probe pulse approach can also be performed with a picosecond
transient-grating experiment. In manyinstances there are significant
advantagesto using the transient-grating approach. For sometypes of
experiments, e.g. measurementof long-range transport of electronic
excitations, the transient-grating methodcan be applied whereprobe
pulse or fluorescence experimentsare not applicable. Myresearch group
is currently employingtransient-grating experimentsinvolving excited
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states to examinerotational reorientation of molecules in solution, electronic excited state energy transport in dilute solutions, excited state
transport in biological systems related to photosynthesis, excited state
transport in polymer systems, excited state transport in mixed and pure
molecular crystals, and transport and trapping of excited states in
polymer systems and concentrated dye solutions. To illustrate the basic
ideas, excited transport and trapping in concentrated dye solutions,
which are responsible for fluorescence quenching, are discussed here (6).
The experimental evidence suggests that three radiationless processes
govern the disposition of electronic excited state energy in concentrated
dye solutions. These three processes are energy transfer between dye
molecules (1, 15), trapping by dimers (16, 17), which have states of lower
energy, and radiationless relaxation (18) of the dimer excited state.
simple model provides a microscopic dynamical picture of fluorescence
quenching (19) in concentrated dye solutions. The results given here
directly relate to concentration quenching in dye lasers, an important
limiting effect (19). In addition, the phenomenaunder consideration are
the important initial steps in photosynthesis, i.e. electronic excitation
transfer between chlorophyll chromophores and trapping on reaction
centers (dimers) (20-22). Qualitatively, the concentration dependent
processes that combine and result in fluorescence quenching work in the
following manner. At very low concentration, a dye solution absorbs
light and fluoresces. At moderate concentrations, electronic excited state
energy transport occurs due to dipole-dipole interactions between the dye
molecules (23). The energy transport causes fluorescence depolarization
effects (3) but does not affect the fluorescence quantum yield. As the
concentration is increased further, ground state dimer formation begins
(24, 25) and the rate of energy transport continues to increase. By dimers
we mean aggregates of two dye molecules that have distinct spectral and
other characteristics.
Rapid transport among the monomersallows an
excitation to find a dimer and become trapped on it. The experiments
indicate that back transfer from the excited dimer to monomers is
negligible. Oncethe excitation is trapped on a dimer, rapid radiationless
relaxation to the ground state occurs, and the fluorescence is quenched.
The concentration dependence of the fluorescence quenching is determined by the concentration dependence of the trapping. The trapping
rate depends on both the dimer concentration and the concentration
dependent rate of energy transport. The model predicts that the trapping
rate varies approximately as the cube of the dye concentration. Therefore
the onset of fluorescence quenching with increasing concentration is
very rapid.
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Experimentally, the onset of trapping by dimers manifests itself as an
apparent reduction in the excited state lifetime. In the limit that energy
transport becomesextremely rapid, the trapping occurs on a time scale
that is short relative to the dimer lifetime, and the excited state population decays with the dimer lifetime. In the two systems studied, Rhodamine 6G (R6G) in glycerol and R6Gin ethanol, the dimer lifetimes are
830 psec and < 50 psec, respectively. Presumably, the dimers have faster
radiationless relaxation rates than the monomersbecause of the loose
nature of the dimer complexes. The dimers undergo rapid configurational
changesthat enhancethe radiationless relaxation rates. This is consistent
with the longer dimer lifetime in the glycerol solvent. Since glycerol is
muchmore viscous than ethanol, it will "hold" the dimer complex more
rigidly and therefore slow radiationless relaxation.
A formally correct, accurate treatment of this problem involves the
solution of the Master Equation for excited state transport and trapping
in an ensemble of randomly distributed dye molecules and dimer traps in
solution. A solution to the Master Equation has recently been obtained
using a diagrammatic self-consistent
approach to obtain the Green
function describing the transport and trapping problem (16). Description
of this formalism is beyond the scope of this discussion; rather a
heuristic, qualitatively correct, analysis (6) in terms of a simple set of rate
equations is presented. These rate equations employ a trapping rate
constant. The full diagrammatic Green function treatment confirms the
results presented here; however, trapping is not governed by a rate
constant, but involves a time dependent trapping rate function.
In the simple model the rate equations governing the excited state
populations are:
dM*/dt ~ -- KMM*-- KTM*

8a.

dD* /dt = -- KDD*-- KT M*.

8b.

M*is the concentration of excited monomers,and D* is the concentration of excited dimers. KMis the rate constant for decay of excited
monomersto the ground state by radiative and nonradiative processes,
and KD is the analogous rate constant for decay of dimers to the dimer
ground state. KT is the trapping rate constant.
As discussed above, the transient grating signal depends on the square
of the excited state concentrations, [N~(t)]2, i.e.
~
S(t)

=A[N,(t)]

9.

where A contains all of the time independent parameters such as beam
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geometries and Nt(t)----M*+ D*, the sum of the excited monomerand
dimer concentrations. Solution of the rate equations yields
N,(t) = M~’[exp [-- ( M+KT)t] + [ r a./( K~+ KT - KD )]
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× {exp(- KDt)-exp[-(Kr~

Kx)t] )

].

10.

N~(t) is the time-dependent function determined experimentally from
S(t). It is informative to note somespecial cases of Eq. 10. If KT is very
small, trapping is negligible and N~(t) decays exponentially with the
monomerrate constant, Kr+ If Kt~ >> KM, KT, then N~(t) decays exponentially
with a rate constant (KM+KT). And if Kx>>KM,KD,
excitations are immediately trapped by dimers and N~(t) decays exponentially with the dimer rate constant, K
D.
In general, trapping is characterized by a time-dependent trapping rate
function (16, 26). Trapping occurs when an excitation has visited enough
distinct sites so that on the average it has sampledone trap species. For a
random walk on an isotropic three dimensional lattice, the number of
distinct sites visited increases linearly with time (27). Therefore, trapping
can be characterized by a trapping rate constant which depends on the
site-to-site
hopping time. I assume that trapping can also be characterized by a trapping rate constant in the solution systems discussed
here. At high concentration, this is reasonable since transport is basically
diffusive and isotropic in three dimensions. Although we do not have a
periodic lattice, the randomnessin spatial distribution of the sites (dye
molecules) associated with a solution is taken into consideration in the
calculation of the hopping time.
The above considerations lead to the following expression for the
trapping rate constant (6), KT:
KT=(

3Pq IM
hlM2l ] "

11.

depends on the cube of the dye concentration, M. The other parameters are constants, q is the monomer-dimer
equilibrium constant, ht is the
site-to-site
hopping time and M1 is the dye concentration, both for a
solution with the Forster unitless concentration, C = 1 (6). P is the
probability that on any step a distinct site is visited. It corrects for the
return to previously visited sites. For an isotropic three dimensional
randomwalk on a lattice, P ~ 0.7, and I use this value here) Equation 11
KT

~OurP corresponds
to Montroll’s1/u0,whichis 0.65946for a simplecubiclattice. This
valuewasmisprintedoriginally,but the correctvalueu0 = 1.5164wasusedin later works.
See,for example,
Ref.(28).
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showsthat this modelpredicts that the trapping rate constant dependson
the concentration cubed. Thus, trapping increases very rapidly with
concentration.
Examination of Nl(t), Eq. 10, which gives the time-dependent signal,
shows that in general the decays are nonexponential. In the data analysis
the following procedure is employed. The experimental decays are plotted
on log paper and a decay constant is determined for each concentration.
These are then comparedto a theoretical effective decay constant, Kerr,
obtained from Eq. 10 by finding the time required for N~(t) to fall to
1/e. Thus
Kcfr =l/t*
with t t obtained from Eq. 10 by

12.
13.

Nl( t* ) = l /e[ Nl(O)].

Transient grating experiments were performed on a series of solutions
-4
of Rhodamine6G in glycerol ranging in concentration from 8.7)< 10
m/1 to 0.05 m/1. A typical result and log plot are shownin Figure 4. In
all cases the data appeared to decay exponentially for several lifetimes.
Thus,
the decay could be characterized by an effective rate constant, Kcr
~,
as discussed above. A plot of K~ff vs R6Gconcentration is shown in
Figure 5. First consider the qualitative features of the concentration
dependence. At low concentration, Kc~f is concentration independent and
TRANSIENT GRATING DATA
RHODAMINE6G IN GLYCEROL
1.74 xlO-2 M.

S-I

.2

o

~

TIME (NSEC)

o

~

~

3

TIME (NSEC)
Figure 4 Transient grating results for Rhodamine6G in glycerol, Probe wavelength = 560
nm. Inset showsthe log of the data vs time. The effective decay constant for this data set is
Keff=9.3Xl0

8 s-|.
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given by the monomerdecay rate: Keff - KM= 3.3 × 108S- 1. This represents the limit KT= 0, i.e. no trapping, since there are few dimers and
transport is relatively slow. At high concentration, Kerr is essentially
concentration independent and given by the dimer decay rate: geff ~
KD=I.2× 109 S-t and the dimer lifetime is 830 psec. This corresponds
to the limiting case Kx >> KD,KM(instantaneous trapping), which occurs
at high concentration since the dimer population is substantial and
energytransfer is fast.
In addition to affecting excited state dynamical processes, dimer
formation should give rise to changes in the ground state absorption
spectra of the solutions (24, 25). Spectra of solutions of manyconcentrations were examined, and it was found that the onset of spectral changes
coincides with the onset of changes in the excited state decay rate. This
clearly demonstrates that the concentration dependence of the decay rate
is due to changes in the ground state molecules and not to processes such
as excimer formation that only affect the excited states.
Detailed comparison of the model and the experimental data is given
in Figure 5. The monomerand dimer decay rates were determined from
the transient grating (TG) data at low and high concentration, respecR6G IN GLYCEROL
DECAYRATE
CONCENTRATION
DEPENDENCE
__---------4LO
0.8
0.6
OA

0.2
0

I0
20
50
40
50
R6G CONCENTRATION(IO -5 M)

Figure 5 Effective decay constant, Kerf vs concentration of Rhodamine6Gin glycerol, +
indicates experimental data. As the R6Gconcentration increases, excited state transport
and trapping by R6Gdimers becomes increasingly rapid. Fast radiationless relaxation by
the dimers decreases the excited state lifetime and quenchesfluorescence. The solid curve is
calculated.
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tively. Since the equilibrium constant, q, is not known, TGdata at a
single intermediate concentration was used to determine KT. Decay
constants Keff T
were then calculated at other concentrations by scaling K
as the concentration cubed and using Eq. 10. The calculated values of
Keff as a function of concentration yielded the curve (solid line) shownin
Figure 5. The curve fits the experimentally measured decay constants
over the range of concentrations, indicating that the microscopic modelis
basically correct.
KnowingKT allows calculation of the equilibrium constant for dimer
formation from Eq. 10 since the other parameters are known. An
equilibrium constant q = 9.7 1/m was obtained. Equilibrium constants
for various solutions of R6Gin glycerol-water mixtures have been
determined from concentration dependent absorption spectra to range
from 28 1/m in the solution with the most water to 11 1/m in the
solution with the least water (25). The equilibrium constant that resulted
from the time-dependent measurements is consistent with these values.
This provides additional support for the basic model.
Similar experiments were performed for the system R6Gin ethanol (6).
At low concentration the rate constant is determined by the monomer
decay rate: Kef f ~-- KM = 2.7× 108 S -1. As the concentration rises, the
decay rate rapidly increases. The measurementat the highest concentration is instrumentally limited by the laser pulse duration. The excited
state decay constant at high concentration is at least 2 × 10l° s-1, i.e. the
lifetime is less than 50 psec. This is in markedcontrast to the glycerol
solutions, in which the dimer lifetime is 830 psec.
Clearly the radiationless relaxation rates of the loosely bound dimer
are influenced by the solvent viscosity. The low viscosity of ethanol
permits rapid configurational fluctuations that lead to very fast radiationless relaxation. The fluctuations occur more slowly in glycerol, and thus
the dimer lifetime is longer.
These results directly apply to concentration-dependent fluorescence
quenching in dye solutions. Trapping on dimers, which increases as the
cube of the dye concentration, leads to fast radiationless relaxation and
thus quenches fluorescence. The solvent-dependent dimer lifetime alsc
influences fluorescence quenching. In high concentration R6Gin ethanol
solutions, fluorescence is completely quenchedsince the dimer radiationless relaxation rate is extremely fast. In high concentration glycerol
solutions, fluorescence is only partially quenched since the dimer decay
rate is only four times faster than the monomerdecay rate. This allows
someradiative relaxation to occur.
Transient grating experiments were used in these measurements for
two reasons. First, a TGexperiment is inherently more sensitive than a
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probe pulse experiment, although in principle both could provide the
same information about the processes under consideration here. In a
probe pulse experiment, small changes in an intense beam provide the
information. In a grating experiment there is a dark background. The
entire diffracted beamis the signal. In a probe pulse experiment in which
F is the fraction change in the probe, roughly F2 of theprobe would be
diffracted in a grating experiment. In a probe pulse experiment it is
extremely difficult to see a change of F= 0.001. However, in a grating
experiment it is straightforward to detect 10 -6 diffraction of the probe
since it is against a dark background. Wefound in probe pulse experiments that the highly concentrated samples required very large excitation
power densities to achieve sufficient bleaching of the ground state
population to give reasonable signal. These very high power densities
resulted in anomalous power-dependent decays. In the grating experiments it was possible to use low power densities and still retain good
signal-to-noise ratios, making the experiments possible. The second advantage of the grating methodis a reduction in the problem of reabsorption of fluorescence in concentrated samples. In a grating experiment, the
relevant reabsorption path length is a few fringe spacings, i.e. a few
microns. In a probe pulse experiment, reabsorption must not occur in a
length corresponding to the probe spot size, ~ 100/tm. In addition, there
are a number of types of experiments, such as the measurement of
long-range transport processes (29) or the experiments described in the
next section, which are only possible using the transient grating approach.

OPTICAL GENERATION AND DETECTION
ULTRASONIC WAVES AND APPLICATIONS
PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

OF
TO

Optical generation of ultrasonic waves has been of interest to workers in
nonlinear optics, acoustics, and condensed matter spectroscopy for some
time (30-36). The interaction betweenlight and material acoustic fields
of interest in its own right; furthermore, efficient light to ultrasound
conversion holds promise for a variety of scientific and practical applications. Here, a convenient method for optical excitation of coherent
acoustic waves in transparent or light-absorbing liquids and solids is
described. The acoustic frequency can be continuously and easily varied
from about 3 MHzto 30 GHzwith our experimental apparatus, and a
considerably wider range should be possible. In anisotropic media
(crystals, liquid crystals, stretched-films, etc) any propagation direction
can be selected.
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The technique, called Laser Induced Phonons (LIPS), is based on the
transient grating experiment (Figure 1) and works as follows. Two
time-coincident laser pulses of approximately 100 psec duration intersect
inside the sample, setting up an optical interference pattern, i.e. alternating intensity peaks and nulls. Energy deposited into the system via
optical absorption or stimulated Brillouin scattering results in the launching of counterpropagating ultrasonic waves (phonons) whose wavelength
and orientation match the interference pattern geometry. The acoustic
wavelength is given by Eq. 1. With the Nd:YAGlaser system in our
laboratory we can vary d between 1 mmand 0.1/~m, i.e. over a range of
four orders of magnitude. In most materials this corresponds to tunable
acoustic frequencies from about 3 MHzto 30 GHz.
The acoustic wavepropagation, which continues long after the excitation pulses leave the sample, causes time-dependent, spatially periodic
variations in the material density, and since the sample’s optical properties (real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction) are densitydependent, the irradiated region of the sample acts as a Bragg diffraction
grating. This propagation of the optically excited ultrasonic wavescan be
optically monitored by time-dependent Bragg diffraction of a variably
delayed probe laser pulse.
Diffraction from an ultrasonic wavegrating can in principle arise from
two distinct mechanisms: (a) changes in the number density of molecules, and (b) changes in the positions of resonances (density-dependent
spectral shifts). Both of these could result in amplitude and phase grating
diffraction. Under most conditions, phase grating diffraction due to
changes in numberdensity predominates (11), and in fact accounts for all
acoustic diffraction devices and experiments realized to date. However,it
appears that spectral shift effects could be observed in a LIPS experiment
under the proper circumstances (1 I).
The effects of changes in numberdensity are readily calculated. If the
peak-null variation in strain is S, then the corresponding peak-null
variation of the real and imaginary parts of n are, respectively (11),
An d=-S °2n
14a.
AKa = -- SKo(w).

14b.

These expressions are used with Eq. 4 to calculate the diffracted signal
from an ultrasonic grating. It is clear that there will be a phase grating
contribution due to density changes at any probe wavelength. However,
there will only be amplitude grating diffraction whenthe probe frequency,
w, is on or near an absorption. Furthermore, it is found that the
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amplitude contribution will always be small unless the transition is very
strong. In the experiments discussed below, all of the ultrasonic gratings
are phase gratings.
The mechanism by which LIPS ultrasonic waves are generated depends
upon whether the sample is optically absorbing or transparent at the
excitation wavelength. If the excitation pulses are absorbed into high-lying
vibronic levels, rapid radiationless relaxation and local heating at the
interference maxima(the transient grating peaks) occurs. Thermal expansion then drives material in phase away from the grating peaks and
toward the grating nulls, setting up counterpropagating waves. The
acoustic response to absorbed excitation pulses, in terms of relative
material displacement (strain), has been shownto be (8-11)

szz= (coskz - [cos(t + kz)+cos(,0t
= d cos kz(1 -cos wt),

15.

where Szz is the compressional strain along the z-direction, A is the
amplitude of the acoustic disturbance, k is the grating (phonon) wave
vector, and ~ is the acoustic frequency. (~/k = vz, the longitudinal speed
of sound along the z-direction in the medium.) The excitation geometry is
as shownin Figure 1. The acoustic disturbance in Eq. 15 can be viewed
as a steady-state expansion (the dc term) plus a transient response (the
counterpropagating waves). For simplicity we assume propagation of
single, longitudinal wave, although we (8-11) have demonstrated, and
illustrate below, that in anisotropic media quasilongitudinal and quasitransverse waves can also be generated. Local changes in material density, p, are given by
30 = - p0S~,
16.
where P0 is the normal density.
The excitation pulses are taken to be instantaneous and cross inside
the sample at t = 0. At this time ~p = 0 everywhere, i.e. the density is
uniform. Material then movesaway from the peaks and toward the nulls,
causing the density at the peaks to decrease and the density at the nulls
to increase. The density excursion is largest at t = ~r/o~ (and t--3~r/~0,
5~r/o~, etc), and returns to normal at t = 2~r/w, 4~r/~, etc (after each
acoustic cycle), Thus the density at the grating peaks oscillates between
normal and a reduced value, while the density at the grating nulls
oscillates between normal and an increased value. The variably delayed
probe pulse undergoes no diffraction at t ~ O, 2~r/~0, etc (uniform density), and is most strongly diffracted at t--~r/w, 3~r/o~, etc (maximum
density excursion).
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In samples that are transparent at the excitation wavelength, optical
energy is coupled directly into the sample’s acoustic field via stimulated
Brillouin scattering (9, 10). This process takes advantage of the inherent
spectral line width in the 100 psec excitation pulses. Higher frequency
photons from each pulse are annihilated to create lower frequency
photons in the opposite pulse and phonons of the difference frequency and wave vector in the medium. Counter-propagating waves (a
standing wave) are thus produced. The acoustic response has been
predicted earlier to be (9, 10)
Szz = _ B [sin(~ot + kz)+sin(o~t - kz)]
2
17.
~ - Bcoskzsin~ot,
where B is the acoustic wave amplitude. Experimental observations of
this acoustic response are presented below(7, 10). Notice that since there
is no radiatlonless relaxation or heating, no static thermal expansion
occurs. (Comparewith Eq. 15.) The density at any point in the sample
oscillates both above and below normal, and the density is normal
everywhere(6to = 0) at t = 0, ~r/~0, 2~r/~o, etc (twice each acoustic cycle).
Thus the variably delayed probe pulse undergoes no diffraction twice
each acoustic cycle. The different time dependences of the diffracted
signal arising from the two acoustic wave-generating mechanismsallow
simple determination of the mechanismof phonon excitation in a LIPS
experiment.
Figure 6 shows LIPS data from pure ethanol and from solutions of
malachite green in ethanol. The 532 nmexcitation light is absorbed by
malachite green but not by ethanol. The grating fringe spacing is 2.47/~m
and the speed of sound in ethanol is 1.16 × 105 cm/sec (37). The acoustic
frequency is therefore w = 2.95× 109 S-I, and the acoustic period ~-ac =
2.13 nsec. (The acoustic period is the time required for the ultrasonic
wavesto travel one fringe spacing.) Figure 6a shows LIPS data from pure
ethanol. The important feature is the frequency of oscillations in the
diffracted intensity. Signal vanishes every 1.07 nsec, or exactly twice each
acoustic cycle. This indicates that the acoustic disturbance is as given in
Eq. 17, and that simulated Brillouin scattering is responsible for acoustic
waveproduction. This is to be expected since the green excitation light is
not absorbed by pure ethanol.
Figure 6c shows data from a solution of 5 × 10-5 Mmalachite green in
ethanol. This concentration is such that the acoustic disturbance due to
optical absorption completely obscures that due to electrostriction. The
diffracted intensity vanishes once each acoustic cycle, indicating that the
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B

5 x 10-5 M MALACHITEGREEN

C

TIME (NS)
Figure 6 Laser Induced Phonons(LIPS) transient grating data from purc ethanol and
solutions of malachite green in ethanol. Excitation ~, -- 532 nm; probe ~ = 566 nm. Fringe
spacing d = 2.47 /zrn; acoustic cycle ~’ac = 2.13 nsec. Experimental conditions other than
sample were identical throughout. (a) Pure ethanol. Electrostrictively generated standing
wave causes diffraction intensity to oscillate twice each acoustic cycle. (b) 5x -6 M
malachite green in ethanol. Electrostriction
and optical absorption produce comparable
responses. (c) 5 X -5 Mmalachite gr een ineth anol. Opt ical abs orption eff ects dominate.
Diffracted signal oscillates once each acoustic cycle,
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acoustic response is as given in Eq. 15. Figure 6b shows data from a
solution of intermediate malachite green concentration. Optical absorption and electrostriction excite acoustic responses of comparable magnitudes, and the effects of both mechanisms are observed. The total
acoustic disturbance is simply the sum of Eqs. 15 and 17 with appropriately weighted amplitudes A and B. Diffracted signal at any time
goes as the square of the density excursion inside the material, calculated
from Eq. 16. Equations 15 through 17 predict the positions and relative
amplitudes of the signal maximafor any concentration of absorbing
species, and a gradual transition from data of the form in Figure 6a to
that in Figure 6c is predicted and was observed for a large number of
intermediate concentration solutions. The amplitude of the acoustic
response to optically absorbed excitation pulses (A in Eq. 15) has been
quantitatively related to the absorption strength and to thermal expansion and elastic stiffness coefficients of the sample (7, 8). The amplitude
of the electrostrictively generated waves(B in Eq. 17) has been similarly
related to the sample’s electrostrictive (photoelastic) constants (7,
Comparison of the acoustic response due to a knownamount of absorption to the electrostrictively
generated response, using data such as
that in Figure 6b, permits the accurate measurement of photoelastic
constants (7).
It is of interest to note that only weakabsorption is needed to produce
a detectable "heating" acoustic response. For example, with YAGfundamental (1.06 #m) excitation pulses, absorption into vibrational overtones
of water produces a response that obscures the electrostrictively generated response. With deuterated water (or with H20 and 532 nmexcitation), electrostriction effects dominate.Similar results have been obtained
with benzene and deuterated benzene. By tuning the excitation wavelength, an overtone absorption spectrum can be taken (7). This
illustrated in Figure 7. In this experiment (7), the dye laser was used for
excitation,
and a green (2×Nd:YAG)probe pulse was employed. The
dye laser was tuned to various points across the 0 ~ 6 transition of a
benzene C-H stretching vibrational mode centered at 607 nm. At each
wavelengththe diffracted intensity of the first and second maximain the
LIPS signal from pure benzene was recorded. The data sets have the
appearance of Figure 6b. From this data the absorption strength is
determined. The sample path length was only 1 ram, and although the
spectrumis quite noisy, dr is clear that the technique has the potential for
great sensitivity.
Finally, I wish to illustrate the results of LIPSultrasonic wavegeneration in anisotropic media. Figure 8 shows LIPS data from the monoclinic
molecular crystal a-perylene. This has been discussed in detail previously
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(8, 38). Excitation and probe wavelengths were 532 nmand were weakly
absorbed by the sample, leading to one oscillation per acoustic cycle. In
Figures 7a and 7b, the grating was aligned along the ~ and ~ crystallographic axes, respectively, and single longitudinal waveswere generated.
With the grating aligned between the ~ and b axes in the ~b plane,
quasilongitudinal and quasitransverse waves of different frequencies were
generated. The theory of LIPS acoustic wave generation in anisotropic
media has been detailed in Ref. (8), and predicts the observed results.
anisotropie media, pure longitudinal waves or quasilongitudinal and
quasitransverse waves will be generated depending upon grating orientation. Anisotropic acoustic parameters (velocities and attenuations) can
thus be measured with this technique.
The LIPS technique is an extremely versatile tool for controlled optical
generation of ultrasonic waves in condensed media. LIPS experiments
have been performed on transparent and absorbing solutions, organic
and inorganic crystals, glasses, and plastics. The effects have been
observed from liquid helium temperatures to room temperature. Acoustic
waves have been generated by stimulated Brillouin scattering and by
optical absorption. With a mode-locked Nd:YAGsystem, the acoustic
frequency can be varied between about 3 MHzand 30 GHz, and above
60 GHzin some materials. Any propagation direction can be selected,
COHERENT
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SPECTROSCOPY
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V= 6 C-H

STRETCH
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Figure 7 A spectrum of the t~ ---- 6 transition of a C-Hstretch of benzenein a 1 mmpath of
pure benzene. The spectrum is obtained from the LIPS transient grating experiment as a
function of excitation wavelength for fixed probe pulse wavelength. The data has an
appearance like that of Figure 6b. At each wavelength the relative height of the first and
second peak is determined. This relative height is proportional to the extent of absorption.
Thus, the technique is a type of coherent acoustic spectroscopy.
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and in anisotropic materials quasilongitudinal and quasitransverse waves
can be generated. The optically generated acoustic wavescan be optically
amplified, cancelled, or phase shifted (10).
There are a wide variety of applications for the LIPS effect (8-11).
has been used to measure anisotropic elastic constants. Acoustic attenuation measurements have been made. After the traveling waves leave the
excitation region, only the "static" acoustic response arising from the
absorbing mechanism remains. This decays slowly because of thermal
diffusion, and measurement of its decay in crystals as a function of
orientation can yield thermal diffusion tensors. LIPS could find possible
applications in the field of optical communications.The diffracted probe
beam could be both amplitude and frequency (phase) modulated to carry
information. The applicability of LIPS to measure photoelastic constants
and absorption spectra of weakly absorbing materials has been demonstrated. Finally, LIPS maybe of great use in the nondestructive acoustic
testing of a wide variety of materials for which conventional techniques
are not possible. Weare currently involved in makingstructural measurements on phospholipid bilayers and on single crystal optical fibers using
these optically generated and detected acoustic effects.
CONCLUDING

REMARKS

In our studies of condensed phase molecular dynamics we have found
picosecond transient grating experiments to be versatile tools with a wide
range of applications. Here three examples have been discussed in some
detail: observation of the dispersive as well as the absorptive characters
of excited states, examination of electronic excited state transport and
trapping in concentrated dye solutions, and optically generated and
detected acoustic waveexperiments. A wide variety of other experiments
were mentioned. Picosecond transient grating experiments provide new
observables that will continue to contribute to an enhanced understanding of condensed phase systems.
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